Acronova
Apus-EZplus
Automated 100
disc DVD/CD Stand
Alone Duplicator
Features
Apus-EZPlus is a high performance, compact autonomous CD/DVD duplication
system. With its unique patented vertical in-line loading hopper, it is capable of storing
and burning up to 100 CD or DVD at a time. Integrated with a single touch, intelligent
4 buttons variable 3 speeds LED control, and a single high-speed RW drive,
duplication can never be easier. Apus-EZ Plus offers reliability, durability and
performance all at an affordable price. It is the ideal choice for any organizations,
offices and SOHO operations.
Self contained, burns automatically
Apus-EZ Plus is a fully standalone CD/DVD burning system. It automatically burns up
to 100 CD or DVD at a time without PC connection. The open-ended disc-loading
hopper permits continuous refill of blanks up to its storage capacity while job is in
progress.
Multi-batch mode
In addition to the features offered with Apus-EZ, Apus-EZ Plus has a build-in hard
drive that enable advance feature like multi-batch mode. Interleaving the master and
blank discs into the hopper will activate this feature automatically. No complicated
configuration is required.
Error detection mechanism
All Apus series are equipped with an automatic error detection mechanism. Whenever
error occurs while copying is in progress, the system will automatically segregate the
failed copy into a reject bin.

Throughput chart
Our seamless vertical in-line configuration minimizes cycle times between burning
hence optimizes the throughput.

Model
Apus-EZ PLUS
EP5910C

Apus-EZ PLUS
EP5910D

Burning Speed

Data Size

Number of CD

Time

52x CD

650MB

100

< 4 hours

52x CD

100MB

100

<= 1 hour

DVD+RW at 4x

8.4GB

100

50 hours

DVD+R or DVD-R at 16x

4.7GB

100

15 hours

Warranty
Apus-EZ Plus comes with a 1-year Limited Warranty.
Specifications
Auto-Loader:

Separated drop and pick mechanism, patent-pending

Cycle-Time:

Less than 15 seconds per disc run (burning time excluded)

Input Hopper:

100 disc capacity

Output Hopper:

110 disc capacity

Media:

Industry standard 120 mm disc

Reject Hopper:

30 disc capacity

Optical Disc Drive:

ATAPI/IDE, industry standard 5-1/4" form factor

Write Speed:

52x maximum for CD-R duplication
16x maximum for DVD+/-R duplication (DVD models only)
4x maximum for DVD+/-RW duplication (DVD models only)

Hard-Drive:

IDE compatible hard drive (40 GB or larger)

Write CD Formats:

CD Extra, CD-ROM Mode 1 & 2 CD-DA, CD-ROM/XA Video CD,
Game CD Mix Mode, HFS CD Bridge, Multi-session, Photo CD...

Host PC:

Stand-alone operation, no PC connection required

System Display:

LED displays

Front Panel Switches:

4 buttons; High-speed, normal-speed, safe-speed, test/cancel

Operation Mode:

Copy to a maximum of the selected speed - high, normal,
and safe; Simulation

Firmware Upgrade:

Via CD-ROM (duplication controller)

Dimension (WxDxH):

12" x 16" x 16" (30 x 41 x 41 cm)

Package Size:

19.2" x 11.2" x 15" (48.7 x 28.4 x 38 cm)

Weight:

25 lbs or 11 kg (gross) ; 20 lbs or 9 kg (net)

Power:

100-240 VAC switchable, 50/60 Hz

Certification:

CE, FCC, UL (power supply)

